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Abstract
In structured prediction, a major challenge for models is to represent the interdependencies within their output structures. For the common case where outputs
are structured as a sequence, linear-chain conditional random fields (CRFs) are a
widely used model class which can learn local dependencies in output sequences.
However, the CRF’s Markov assumption makes it impossible for these models to
capture nonlocal dependencies, and standard CRFs are unable to respect nonlocal constraints of the data (such as global arity constraints on output labels). We
present a generalization of CRFs that can enforce a broad class of constraints, including nonlocal ones, by specifying the space of possible output structures as a
regular language L. The resulting regular-constrained CRF (RegCCRF) has the
same formal properties as a standard CRF, but assigns zero probability to all label
sequences not in L. Notably, RegCCRFs can incorporate their constraints during
training, while related models only enforce constraints during decoding. We prove
that constrained training is never worse than constrained decoding, and show using synthetic data that it can be substantially better in practice. Additionally, we
demonstrate a practical benefit on downstream tasks by incorporating a RegCCRF
into a deep neural model for semantic role labeling, exceeding state-of-the-art results on a standard dataset.

1 Introduction
Structured prediction is a field of machine learning where outputs are expected to obey some predefined discrete structure. Instances of structured prediction with various output structures occur in
many applications, including computer vision (e.g., scene graph generation (Johnson et al., 2015)
with graph-structured output), natural language processing (e.g., linguistic parsing (Niculae et al.,
2018) with tree-structured output, relation extraction (Roth and Yih, 2004) with tuple-structured output) or modeling the spatial structure of physical entities and processes (Jiang, 2020).
A key difficulty faced by all models is to tractably model interdependencies between different parts
of the output. As output spaces tend to be combinatorially large, special techniques, approximations,
and independence assumptions must be used to work with the associated probability distributions.
Considerable research has investigated specific structures for which such approaches make machine
learning tractable. For instance, when outputs are trees over a fixed set of nodes, maximal arborescence algorithms allow for exact inference (Chu, 1965; Edmonds, 1967); when outputs are graphstructured, loopy belief propagation can be used for approximate inference (Murphy et al., 1999).
In the specific case where outputs are structured as a linear sequence, a commonly made independence assumption is the Markov assumption. This requires that model outputs depend only on their
immediate neighbors, and do not depend directly on more distant ones. A common model that makes
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use of this assumption is the linear-chain conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001),
which has found ubiquitous use across common sequence labeling tasks, including part-of-speech
tagging (Gimpel et al., 2011) and named entity recognition (Lample et al., 2016). This model became popular with the use of hand-crafted feature vectors in the 2000s, and is nowadays commonly
used as an output layer in neural networks to encourage the learning of structural properties of the
output sequence.
The Markov assumption makes training tractable, but also limits the CRF’s expressive power, which
can hamper performance, especially for long sequences (Scheible et al., 2016). Semi-Markov CRFs
(Sarawagi and Cohen, 2004) and skip-chain CRFs (Sutton and McCallum, 2004) are techniques for
relaxing the Markov assumption, but both come with drawbacks in performance and expressiveness.
In this work, we propose a new method to tractably relax the Markov assumption in CRFs. Specifically, we show how to constrain the output of CRFs to a regular language, such that the resulting
regular-constrained CRF (RegCCRF) is guaranteed to output label sequences from that language.
Since regular languages can encode long-distance dependencies between the symbols in their strings,
RegCCRFs provide a simple model for structured prediction that provides a guarantee to respect
these non-local constraints. The domain knowledge specifying these constraints is defined via regular expressions, a straightforward, well understood formalism. We show that our method is distinct
from the common family of approaches that enforce constraints at decoding time, and that our constrained training approach better approximates the true data distribution. We also test our method
empirically as the output layer of a neural network, and attain state-of-the-art performance for semantic role labeling on the OntoNotes corpus (Weischedel et al., 2011; Pradhan et al., 2012). To encourage the use of RegCCRFs, we release our code as a Python library under the Apache 2.0 license,
to be used as a drop-in replacement for traditional CRFs in PyTorch projects. 1

2 Related work
We identify three areas of structured prediction that are particularly relevant to our current work:
constrained decoding, which can enforce output constraints at decoding time, techniques for weakening the Markov assumption of CRFs to learn long-distance dependencies, and structure learning
for learning constraints from data in graphical models.
Constrained decoding. A common approach to enforcing constraints in model output is constrained decoding: Models are trained agnostic to constraints, but during decoding it is ensured that
the model output satisfies the constraints. This almost always corresponds to finding or approximating a conditionalized version of the model’s distribution, conditionalized on the output obeying the
specified constraints. We discuss constrained coding as it relates to RegCCRFs in Section 5.
For CRFs, Kristjansson et al. (2004) present constrained conditional random fields, which can enforce that particular tokens either are or are not assigned particular labels (positive and negative constraints, respectively). They propose a constrained Viterbi algorithm for MAP inference and a constrained forward-backward algorithm for marginal inference. In their task, interactive information
extraction, constraints are not available at training time, and so they focus on constrained decoding.
Formally, our work is a strict generalization of this approach, as position-wise constraints can be formulated as a regular language, but regular languages go beyond position-wise constraints.
Other existing works treat decoding with constraints as a search problem, searching for the most
probable decoding path which satisfies all constraints. In one example of this approach, He et al.
(2017) train a neural network to predict token-wise output probabilities for semantic role labeling
following the BIO label-alphabet (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999), and then use exact A* search to ensure that the output forms a valid BIO sequence and that particular task-specific constraints are satisfied. For autoregressive models, constrained beam search (Hokamp and Liu, 2017; Anderson et al.,
2017; Hasler et al., 2018) can enforce regular-language constraints during search.
Markov relaxations. While our approach can relax the Markov assumption of CRFs through
nonlocal hard constraints, another strand of work has developed models which can directly learn
nonlocal dependencies in CRFs:
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Semi-Markov CRFs (Sarawagi and Cohen, 2004) relax the Markov property to the semi-Markov
property. In this setting, CRFs are tasked with segmentation, where individual segments may depend
only on their immediate neighbors, but model behavior within a particular segment need not be
Markovian. As such, semi-Markov CRFs are capable of capturing nonlocal dependencies between
output variables, but only to a range of one segment and inside of a segment.
Skip-chain CRFs (Sutton and McCallum, 2004) change the expressiveness of CRFs by relaxing the
assumption that only the linear structure of the input matters: they add explicit dependencies between distant nodes in an otherwise linear-chain CRF. These dependencies are picked based on particular properties, e.g., input variables of the same value or which share other properties. In doing so,
they add loops to the model’s factor graph, which makes exact training and inference intractable, and
leads to the use of approximation techniques such as loopy belief propagation and Gibbs sampling.
Structure learning for graphical models. While our work focuses on incorporating known constraints into machine learning methods, a related task is learning in the face of unknown constraints,
which must be learned from the data. In the field of probabilistic graphical models, this is most naturally framed as structure learning. As the graphical model’s graph structure encodes conditional independence information between variables, learning that graph structure can be seen as learning potential constraints. Graph structures can be learned globally, as in Lee et al. (2007) and Schmidt et al.
(2008), or independence relationships can be estimated locally, as in Bromberg et al. (2009).

3 Preliminaries and notation
As our construction involves finite-state automata and conditional random fields, we define these
here and specify the notation we will use in the remainder of this work.
3.1 Finite-state automata
All automata are taken to be nondeterministic finite-state automata (NFAs) without epsilon transitions. Let such an NFA be defined as a 4-tuple (Σ, Q, F, E), where
• Σ = {a1 , a2 , ..., a|Σ| } is a finite alphabet of symbols,
• Q = {q1 , q2 , ..., q|Q| } is a finite set of states. By convention, q1 is the sole starting state.
• F ⊆ Q is a set of accepting states.
• E ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a set of directed, symbol-labeled edges between states. These edges
define the NFA’s transition function ∆ : Q × Σ → 2Q , with r ∈ ∆(q, a) ↔ (q, a, r) ∈ E.
An automaton is said to accept a string s ∈ Σ∗ if there exists a contiguous path of edges from q1
to some accepting state whose edge labels are exactly the symbols of s. The language defined by
an automaton is the set of all such accepted strings. A language is regular if and only if it is the
language of some NFA.
3.2 Linear-chain conditional random fields
Linear-chain conditional random fields (CRFs) Lafferty et al. (2001) are a sequence labeling model.
Parameterized by θ, they use a global exponential model to represent the conditional distribution
over label sequences y = hy1 , y2 , ..., yt i conditioned on input sequences x = hx1 , x2 , ..., xt i:
X j
fθ (x, y),
(1)
Pθ (y | x) ∝ exp
j

with individual observations xi coming from some observation space X, and outputs yi coming from
some finite alphabet Y . In this work, we use CRFs for sequence labeling problems, but the dataset
labels do not correspond directly to the CRF’s outputs yi . In order to avoid ambiguity, and since the
term “state” already has a meaning for NFAs, we call y the CRF’s tag sequence, and each yi a tag.
The terms label sequence and label will thus unambiguously refer to the original dataset labels.
Each fθj is a potential function of x and y, parameterized by θ. Importantly, in a linear-chain CRF,
these potential functions are limited to two kinds: The transition function gθ (yi , yi+1 ) assigns a
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Figure 1: Example for a RegCCRF, showing NFA and unrolled factor graph. L describes the language (O | BI∗ O∗ BI∗ )∗ , the language of valid BIO sequences for an even number of spans. We
would like to calculate Pθ (y | x, L) for y = hB, O, B, Ii. We show an unambiguous automaton M
for L (left), and a factor graph (right) for the auxiliary CRF computing Pθ (y ′ | x), where y ′ ∈ Y ′∗
corresponds to the sole accepting path of y through M (marked).
potential to each pair (yi , yi+1 ) of adjacent tags in y, and the emission function hθ (yi | x, i) assigns
a potential to each possible output tag yi given the observation sequence x and its position i.
With these, the distribution defined by a CRF is
Pθ (y | x) ∝ exp

t−1
X

gθ (yi , yi+1 ) +

i=1

t
X
i=1

!

hθ (x, yi , i) .

(2)

Limiting our potential functions in this way imposes a Markov assumption on our model, as potential
functions can only depend on a single tag or a single pair of adjacent tags. This makes learning and
inference tractable: the forward algorithm (Jurafsky and Martin, 2009) can calculate negative loglikelihood loss during training, and the Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967; Jurafsky and Martin, 2009)
can be used for inference. Both are linear in t, and quadratic in |Y | in both time and space.

4 Regular-constrained CRFs
Given a regular language L, we would like to constrain a CRF to L. We formalize this notion
of constraint with conditional probabilities – a CRF constrained to L is described by a (further)
conditionalized version of that CRF’s distribution Pθ (y | x), conditioned on the event that the tag
sequence y is in L. We write this distribution as

α · Pθ (y | x) if y ∈ L
Pθ (y | x, L) =
(3)
0
otherwise,
with α ≥ 1 defined as α =

P

y∈L

1
Pθ (y|x) .

In order to utilize this distribution for machine learning, we need to be able to compute log-likelihood
losses and perform MAP inference. As discussed in Section 3.2, both of these are efficiently computable for CRFs. Thus, if we can construct a separate CRF whose output distribution can be interpreted as P (y | x, L), both of these operations will be available. We do this in the next section.
4.1 Construction
Let M := (Σ, Q, F, E) be an NFA that describes L. We assume that M is unambiguous – i.e.,
every string in L is accepted by exactly one path through M . As every NFA can be transformed
into an equivalent unambiguous NFA (Mohri, 2012), we can make this assumption with no loss of
generality.
Our plan is to represent Pθ (y | x, L) by constructing a separate CRF with a distinct tag set, whose
output sequences can be interpreted directly as paths through M . As M is unambiguous, each label
sequence in L corresponds to exactly one such path. We parameterize this auxiliary CRF identically
4

to our original CRF – that is, with a label-wise (not tag-wise) transition and emission functions.
Thus, for all parameterizations θ, both distributions Pθ (y | x) and Pθ (y | x, L) are well defined.
There are many ways to construct such a CRF. As CRF training and inference are quadratic in the
size of the tag set Y , we would prefer a construction which minimizes |Y |. However, for clarity, we
will first present a conceptually simple construction, and then discuss approaches to reduce |Y |.
We start with our original CRF, parameterized by θ, with tag set Y = Σ, transition function gθ , and
emission function hθ , describing the probability distribution Pθ (y | x), y ∈ Σ∗ . From this, we
construct a new CRF, also parameterized by the same θ, but with tag set Y ′ , transition function gθ′ ,
and emission function h′θ . This auxiliary CRF describes the distribution Pθ′ (y ′ | x) (with y ′ ∈ Y ′∗ ),
which we will be able to interpret as Pθ (y | x, L). The construction is as follows:
Y′ =E

gθ (a, a′ ) if r = q ′
gθ′ ((q, a, r), (q ′ , a′ , r′ )) =
−∞
otherwise

if i = 1, q 6= q1
−∞
′
hθ (x, (q, a, r), i) = −∞
if i = t, r 6∈ F

hθ (x, a, i) otherwise.

(4)
(5)

(6)

This means that the tags of our new CRF are the edges of M , the transition function assigns zero
probability to transitions between edges which do not pass through a shared NFA state, and the
emission function assigns zero probability to tag sequences which do not begin at the starting state
or end at an accepting state. Apart from these constraints, the transition and emission functions
depend only on edge labels, and not on the edges themselves, and agree with the standard CRF’s gθ
and hθ when no constraints are violated.
As M is unambiguous, every tag sequence y corresponds to a single path through M , representable
as an edge sequence π = (π1 , π2 , ..., πt ), πi ∈ E. Since this path is a tag sequence for our auxiliary
CRF, we can directly calculate the auxiliary CRF’s Pθ′ (π | x). From the construction of gθ′ and h′θ ,
this must be equal to Pθ (y | x, L), as it is proportional to Pθ (y | x) for y ∈ L, and zero (or, more
correctly, undefined) otherwise. Figure 1 illustrates this construction with a concrete example.
4.2 Tag-set minimization
As the Viterbi and forward algorithms are quadratic in |Y |, very large tag sets can lead to performance issues during training and inference. To alleviate this, we would like |Y | to be as small as
possible. Without changing L, there are two approaches we can take here:
First, we can select M to have as few edges as possible. This problem for unambiguous NFAs is
NP-complete in the general case (Jiang and Ravikumar, 1991), and, assuming P 6= NP, is not even
efficiently approximable (Gruber and Holzer, 2007). Nonetheless, in practice many languages can
be minimized manually, and heuristic approaches can reduce, if not minimize, the size of NFAs.
Second, we can reduce the size of |Y | by adjusting our construction. Instead of making each edge of
M a tag, we can adopt equivalence classes of edges. Reminiscent of standard NFA minimization, we
define (q, a, r) ∼ (q ′ , a′ , r′ ) ↔ (q, a) = (q ′ , a′ ). When constructing our CRF, whenever a transition
would have been allowed between two edges, we allow a transition between their corresponding
equivalence classes. We do the same to determine which classes are allowed as initial or final tags.
As each equivalence class corresponds (non-uniquely) to a single symbol a, we can translate between
tag sequences and strings of L just as before.

5 Constrained training vs. constrained decoding
Our construction suggests two possible use cases for a RegCCRF: constrained decoding, where a
CRF is trained unconstrained, and the learned weights are then used in a RegCCRF at decoding time,
and constrained training, where a RegCCRF is both trained and decoded with constraints. In this
section, we compare between these two approaches and a standard, unconstrained CRF. We assume
a machine learning setting where we have access to samples from some data distribution Pe(x, y),
with each x ∈ X ∗ , and each y of matching length in some regular language L ⊆ Σ∗ . We wish to
5

model the conditional distribution Pe (y | x) with either a CRF or a RegCCRF, by way of minimizing
the cross-entropy between model and data distributions.

The unconstrained CRF corresponds to a CRF that has been trained, without constraints, on data
points from Pe(x, y), and is subsequently used directly. As such, it makes no use of the language L.
The model’s output distribution is Pθu (y | x), with parameter vector
θu = arg min Ex,y∼Pe [− ln Pθ (y | x)]

(7)

θ

minimizing CRF cross-entropy with the data distribution.
In constrained decoding, a CRF is trained unconstrained, but its weights are used in a RegCCRF at
decoding time. The output distribution of such a model is Pθu (y | x, L). It is parameterized by the
same parameter vector θu as the unconstrained CRF, as the training procedure is identical, but the
output distribution is conditioned on y ∈ L.
Constrained training involves directly optimizing a RegCCRF’s output distribution, avoiding any
asymmetry between training and decoding time. In this case, the output distribution of the model is
Pθc (y | x, L), where
θc = arg min Ex,y∼Pe [− ln Pθ (y | x, L)]
(8)
θ

is the parameter vector which minimizes the RegCCRF’s cross-entropy with the data distribution.
In the remainder of this section, we will demonstrate that these three approaches form a hierarchy of
sorts, when compared by their ability to match the data distribution. In particular, when compared
by cross-entropy, we show that
Hunconstrained ≥ Hconstrained decoding ≥ Hconstrained training ,

(9)

with each H corresponding to that model’s cross-entropy with the data distribution. This suggests
we should prefer the constrained training regimen.
An unconstrained CRF cannot outperform constrained decoding. Here we compare the distributions Pθu (y | x) and Pθu (y | x, L). We wish to demonstrate that Pθu (y | x) can never achieve
lower cross-entropy with the data distribution than Pθu (y | x, L), and that the two distributions
achieve identical cross-entropy only when Pθu (y | x) = Pθu (y | x, L) i.e. when constraints have
no effect.
Proof. We demonstrate the more general case for arbitrary θ. Since every y in Pe is in L,
Pθ (y | x, L) = α · Pθ (y | x),

(10)

with α ≥ 1. Thus, the cross-entropy of the regular-constrained CRF is

Ex,y∼Pe [− ln Pθ (y | x, L)] = Ex,y∼Pe [− ln Pθ (y | x)] − ln α.

(11)

This differs from the cross-entropy of the unconstrained CRF only by the term − ln α. As α ≥ 1,
the regular-constrained CRF’s cross-entropy is less than or equal to that of the unconstrained CRF,
with equality only when α = 1 and therefore Pθ (y | x) = Pθ (y | x, L).

Constrained decoding cannot outperform constrained training. In this case, we compare the
distributions Pθu (y | x, L) and Pθc (y | x, L). We will demonstrate that the former can never
outperform the latter, again as measured by cross-entropy with the data distribution.
Proof. This follows directly from our definitions, as we define θc to minimize cross-entropy between
Pθ (y | x, L) and the data distribution. Thus, Pθu (y | x, L) could never yield a lower cross-entropy

than Pθc (y | x, L), as that would contradict our definition of θc .

6 Synthetic Data Experiments
While we have shown that constrained training cannot underperform constrained decoding, the conditions where it is strictly better depend on exactly how the partition and emission functions are parameterized, and are not easily stated in general terms. In this section, we compare the two regimens
empirically to demonstrate simple cases where the two are not equivalent.
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Figure 2: Model output probabilities, and cross-entropy with the data distribution, plotted against
sequence length k. As k increases, constrained decoding becomes a progressively worse approximation for the data distribution, while constrained training is consistently able to match the data distribution.
The procedure is similar for both synthetic data experiments. For each experiment, we specify a regular language L, an observation alphabet X, and a joint data distribution Pe (x, y) over observation
sequences in X ∗ and label sequences in L. We then train two models, one with a RegCCRF, parameterized by θc , and one with an unconstrained CRF, parameterized by θu . For each model, we initialize parameters randomly, then use stochastic gradient descent to minimize cross-entropy with Pe .
We directly generate samples from Pe to use as training data. After optimizing θc and θu , construct
a RegCCRF with θu for use as a constrained-decoding model, and we compare the constrainedtraining distribution Pθc (y | x, L) with the constrained-decoding distribution Pθu (y | x, L).
We use a simple architecture for our models, with both the transition functions gθ and emission
functions hθ represented as parameter matrices. We list training hyperparameters in the Appendix A.
6.1 Arbitrary differences in cross-entropy
We would like to demonstrate that, when comparing constrained training to constrained decoding in
terms of cross-entropy with the data distribution, constrained training can outperform constrained
decoding by an arbitrary margin. We choose L = (ac)∗ | (bc)∗ to make conditional independence
particularly relevant – as every even-indexed label is c, an unconstrained CRF must model oddindexed labels independently, while a constrained CRF can use its constraints to account for nonlocal
dependencies. For simplicity, we hold the input sequence constant, with X = {o}.
Our approach is to construct sequences of various lengths. For k ∈ N, we let our data distribution be
3
1
Pe(o2k , (ac)k ) = and Pe (o2k , (bc)k ) = .
4
4

(12)

We train and evaluate individual models for each sequence lengths k. Figure 2 plots model probabilities and cross-entropies for various k. We see that, regardless of k, Pθc (y | x, L) is able to match
Pe (y | x) almost exactly, with only small deviations due to sampling noise in SGD. On the other
hand, as sequence length increases, Pθu (y | x, L) becomes progressively “lop-sided”, assigning almost all of its probability mass to the string (ac)k . This behavior is reflected the models’ crossentropies with the data distribution – constrained training stays at near-constant cross-entropy for all
k, while the cross-entropy of constrained decoding grows linearly with k.
6.2 Differences in MAP inference
We show here that constrained training and constrained decoding can disagree about which label sequence they deem most likely. Furthermore, in this case, MAP inference agrees with the data distribution’s mode for constrained training, but not for constrained decoding. To do this, we construct a
fixed-length output language L = acd | bcd | bce, where an unconstrained CRF is be limited by
7

Table 1: Output distributions for constrained decoding (Pθu (y | x, L)) and constrained training
(Pθc (y | x, L)), compared to the data distribution Pe (y | x). Constrained decoding cannot learn the
data distribution exactly, and yields a mode which disagrees with that of the data distribution.
y
acd
bcd
bce

Pe (y | x)
0.4
0.3
0.3

Pθu (y | x, L)

Pθc (y | x, L)

0.32
0.48
0.20

0.40
0.30
0.40

the Markov property to predict y’s prefix and suffix independently. We select our data distribution,
Pe(ooo, acd) = 0.4 and Pe (ooo, bcd) = 0.3 and Pe (ooo, bce) = 0.3,

(13)

to be close to uniform, but with one label sequence holding the slight majority, and we ensure that
the majority label sequence is not the label sequence with both the majority prefix and the majority
suffix (i.e. bcd). As before, we hold the observation sequence as a constant (ooo). We train a
constrained and an unconstrained CRF to convergence, and compare Pθu (y | x, L) to Pθc (y | x, L).
Table 1 shows Pθu (y | x, L) and Pθc (y | x, L) as they compare to Pe(y | x). We find that, while
the mode of Pe(y | x) is acd, the mode of constrained decoding distribution Pθu (y | x, L) is
bcd, the string with the majority prefix and the majority suffix. Conversely, the constrained training
distribution Pθc (y | x, L) matches the data distribution almost exactly, and predicts the correct
mode.

7 Real-world data experiment: semantic role labeling
Task. As a final experiment, we apply our RegCCRF to the NLP task of semantic role labeling
(SRL) in the popular PropBank framework (Palmer et al., 2005). In line with previous work, we
adopt the known-predicate setting, where events are given and the task is to mark token spans as
(types of) event participants. PropBank assumes 7 semantic core roles (ARG0 through ARG5 plus
ARGA) plus 21 non-core roles for modifiers such as times or locations. For example, in [ARG0 Peter]
saw [ARG1 Paul] [ARGM-TMP yesterday], the argument labels inform us who does the seeing (ARG0),
who is seen (ARG1), and when the event took place (ARGM-TMP). In addition, role spans may be
labeled as continuations of previous role spans, or as references to another role span in the sentence.
SRL can be framed rather naturally as a sequence labeling task (He et al., 2017). However, the
task comes with a number of hard constraints that are not automatically satisfied by standard CRFs,
namely: (1) Each core role may occur at most once per event; (2) continuations require that the same
span type occurs previously in the sentence; (3) references require that the same span type occurs
elsewhere in the sentence (before or after).
Data. In line with previous work (Ouchi et al., 2018), we work with the OntoNotes corpus as used
in the CoNLL 2012 shared task2 (Weischedel et al., 2011; Pradhan et al., 2012), whose training set
comprises 66 roles (7 core roles, 21 non-core roles, 19 continuation types, and 19 reference types).
Model. To encode the three constraints listed above in a RegCCRF, we define a regular language
describing valid BIO sequences (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999) over the 66 roles. A minimal unambiguous NFA for this language has more than 22 · 319 states, which is too large to run the Viterbi
algorithm on our hardware. However, as many labels are very rare, we can shrink our automaton by
discarding them at the cost of imperfect recall. We achieve further reductions in size by ignoring
constraints on reference roles, treating them identically to non-core roles. Our final automaton recognizes 5 core role types (ARG0 through ARG4), 17 non-core / reference roles, and one continuation role type (for ARG1). This automaton has 672 states, yielding a RegCCRF with 2592 tags.
Our model is then given by this RegCCRF, trained constrained, with emission scores provided by a
linear projection of the output of a pretrained RoBERTa network Liu et al. (2019). In order to pro2

As downloaded from https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19, and preprocessed according to
https://cemantix.org/data/ontonotes.html
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Table 2: Results from our experiments (averaged over 5 trials), along with selected reported results
from recent literature.
Model

Precision

Recall

F1

Our experiments

RoBERTa + CRF
RoBERTa + RegCCRF

86.82
87.22

87.73
87.79

87.27
87.51

Results from
literature

He et al. (2017)
Ouchi et al. (2018)
Ouchi et al. (2018) (ensemble)
Li et al. (2019)

—
87.1
88.5
85.7

—
85.3
85.5
86.3

85.5
86.2
87.0
86.0

vide the model with event information, the given predicates are prefixed by a special reserved token
in the input sequence. RoBERTa parameters are fine-tuned during the learning of transition scores
and projection weights – a full description of the training procedure is provided in the Appendix A.
As RegCCRF loss is only finite for label sequences in L, we must ensure that our training data do not
violate our constraints. For the roles which we discard, we simply remove the offending labels from
the training data. In six cases, training instances directly conflict with the constraints specified — all
of these cases involve continuation roles missing a valid preceding role. We discard these instances.
Baseline. As a baseline model, we use the same architecture with a standard CRF replacing the
RegCCRF. Since for this baseline, we are not limited by GPU memory, we include all role types
present in the training set, and use the complete training set.
Results and analysis. We evaluate both regular-constrained and unconstrained CRF models
against the evaluation partition, and measure performance using F1 score for exact span matches.
For comparability with prior work, we use the evaluation script3 for the CoNLL-2005 shared task
(Carreras and Màrquez, 2005). These results, averaged over five trials, are presented in Table 2.
Both our RegCCRF and the unconstrained CRF baseline outperform the existing state-of-the-art
ensemble model Ouchi et al. (2018). We ascribe this improvement over the existing literature to
our use of RoBERTa – prior work in SRL tends to rely on ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), which has
been show to do worse than pretrained transformer-based models in downstream tasks (Devlin et al.,
2019).
Between our RegCCRF and baseline models, we find that the former significantly4 outperforms the
latter in terms of F1 score. This is despite the fact that our RegCCRF is unable to predict rare
role types, while the CRF has no such limitation. In fact, just under 1% of all role spans in the
test data are of a type not included in the RegCCRF, leaving it with a theoretical maximum of 99%
recall. Nonetheless, our RegCCRF actually achieves a higher average recall than the CRF, though
this difference is not significant. In contrast, unsurprisingly, the RegCCRF show significantly better
precision than the CRF. No single model from the literature beats the RegCCRF in precision, only
the ensemble of Ouchi et al. (2018).

8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have presented a method to constrain the output of CRFs to a regular language. Our
construction allows constraints to be used at training or prediction time, and we demonstrate that
training with constraints better captures the data distribution. To test our method empirically, we
carry out experiments on synthetic data, and incorporate a RegCCRF into a deep neural model for
semantic role labeling, demonstrating improvements over the state-of-the-art.
For enhanced expressibility, future work could investigate non-binary constraints, i.e., regular
language-based constraints with learnable weights. Additionally, regular language induction (e.g.
Dunay et al. (1994); Bartoli et al. (2016)) could be used to learn languages automatically, reducing
manual specification and identifying non-obvious constraints.
3
4

As available from https://www.cs.upc.edu/~srlconll/soft.html.
All significance results are at the p < 0.05 level, as measured by a two-tailed permutation test.
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Another avenue for continuing research lies in identifying further applications for RegCCRFs. We
believe that the NLP task of relation extraction could be a fruitful target – RegCCRFs offer a mechanism to make the proposal of a relation conditional on the presence of the right number and type of
arguments.
While the construction we have proposed cannot be lifted directly to context-free languages due
to the unbounded state space of the corresponding pushdown automata, there is plentiful work on
regular approximations of context-free languages (Mohri and Nederhof, 2001). On this basis, for
example, a RegCCRF backed by a regular language describing trees of a limited depth could also be
applied to tasks with context-free constraints.
Our implementation of RegCCRFs, as well as scripts for replicating our experiments, are available
at https://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/data/regccrf.
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Table 3: Summary of hyperparameters for our models and experiments.
CRFs

Transition score initialization

Synthetic data
experiments

Emission score initialization
Optimizer
Training iterations
Batch size
Initial learning rate
Learning rate decay

SRL experiments

RoBERTa weights
Projection weight and bias initialization
Optimizer
Learning rate
Batch size
Gradient accumulation

N (0, 0.1)
PyTorch default
SGD
5000
50
1.0
10% every 100 steps
roberta-base
PyTorch default
Adam
10−5
2
4 batches
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A

Experimental Design

This appendix details the training procedures and hyperparameter choices for our experiments.
These are summarized in Table 3. Full code for all experiments, along with training logs, are also
included in the supplementary materials.
A.1 CRFs
For all CRFs and RegCCRFs, transition potentials were initialized randomly from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation 0.1. No CRFs or RegCCRFs employed special start- or
end-transitions – that is, we did not insert any additional beginning-of-sequence or end-of-sequence
tags for the Viterbi or forward algorithms.
A.2 Synthetic data experiments – training procedure
For both synthetic data experiments, the emission potentials were represented explicitly for each
position as trainable parameters – since the observation sequence was constant in all experiments,
these did not depend on x.
Parameters were initialized randomly using PyTorch default initialization, and optimized using
stochastic gradient descent. To ensure fast convergence to a stable distribution, we employed learning rate decay – learning rate was initially set to 1.0, and reduced by 10% every 100 training steps.
We trained all models for a total of 5000 steps with a batch size of 50. All models were trained on
CPUs. For the experiment described in Section 6.1, we trained separate models for each k – the
total training time for this experiment was approximately 35 minutes. The experiment described in
Section 6.2 completed training in approximately 30 seconds.
A.3 Semantic role labeling – training procedure
In the semantic role labeling (SRL) experiments, we incorporated a pretrained RoBERTa network (Liu et al., 2019) – the implementation and weights for this model were obtained using the
roberta-base model from the Hugging Face transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020). RoBERTa
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embeddings were projected down to transmission scores using a linear layer with a bias – projection
weights and biases were initialized using the PyTorch default initialization.
Input tokens were sub-tokenized using RoBERTa’s tokenizer. The marked predicate in each sentence
was prefixed by a special <unk> token. During training, for efficiency reasons, we excluded all
sentences with 120 or more subtokens – this amounted to 0.23% of all training instances. We
nonetheless predicted on all instances, regardless of length.
We optimized models using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of
10−5 . We fine-tune RoBERTa parameters and learn the projection and RegCCRF weights jointly.
For performance reasons, batch size was set to 2, but we utilized gradient accumulation over groups
of 4 batches to simulate a batch size of 8.
We utilized early stopping to avoid overfitting. Every 5000 training steps, we approximated our
model’s F1 score against a subset of the provided development partition, using a simplified reimplementation of the official evaluation script. Each time we exceeded the previous best F1 score for a
model, we saved all model weights to disk. After 50 such evaluations with no improvement, we terminated training, and used the last saved copy of model weights for final evaluation.
We performed all SRL experiments on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs. Each experiment used a single
GPU. Training took an average of 88 hours for RegCCRF models, and 24 hours for CRF baseline
models. All training logs with timestamps are included in the supplementary materials.
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